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Esquimalt Nation Land Use Plan

1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Esquimalt Nation is a small urban nation on southern Vancouver Island belonging to the Coast Salish
language group. The Nation’s 314 Members are descendants of the Lekwungen People. The nation is
adjacent to the Songhees Nation, the Township of Esquimalt, and the Town of View Royal and it is in close
proximity to the City of Victoria (see Figure 1).
The Esquimalt Nation has a limited land base; however, there is significant development potential given
the right circumstances. The 44-acre reserve is home to approximately 171 members. Another estimated
143 off-reserve members live in other areas of Vancouver Island, in and around Metro Vancouver, and in
Washington State. The Nation has expressed the desire to create additional housing in order to create
opportunities for off-reserve members to return to Esquimalt Nation Lands.
The Nation currently has 3.4 acres of net developable land for housing and another 19.25 acres of
economic development lands for future use. For these reasons, a strategic Land Use Plan is important to
ensure that the Nation’s growth is sustainable, meets the needs of the community, and encourages
economic development.
The Land Use Plan categorizes land in order to provide direction for growth and development, on
Esquimalt Nation’s territory for the future. The intent of this plan is to help Esquimalt Nation create high
quality spaces for people to live, work, gather together and enjoy by ensuring there is adequate land for
housing, economic opportunities, and community amenities for generations to come.
The Esquimalt Nation Land Use Plan builds on previous documents, meetings, and discussions with
community members by outlining a strategy to help manage future growth, with short to long range
planning objectives in mind.
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Figure 1. Site Overview
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1.1 Purpose of the Land Use Plan
The main objective of the Land Use Plan is to ensure that Esquimalt Nation’s lands are developed in a
unified way that ensures the needs of the community are met both today and in the future, while
optimizing the highest and best use for the land. This Plan provides direction for future growth by
describing how the remaining land within the Nation should be used. It provides the broader framework
to guide decision-making on land allocation, management, and protection. Economic development and
housing are very important parts of this plan.
This Land Use Plan is guided by the community’s vision for the future and the Sacred Trust, described in
the subsequent section. The Plan provides the basis for the development review process and will be used
to inform the decisions of Chief and Council to ensure that development occurs in a coordinated fashion.
The Land Use Plan enables the Esquimalt Nation to communicate and apply their desired direction for
growth and development, as stewards of the land.
The Plan is organized into the following six (6) sections:
History – this section provides background with respect to Esquimalt Nation’s land.
Community Context – this section provides a review of key community characteristics such as population,
growth rates, housing projections, land base, infrastructure servicing, and economic features.
Vision Values and Guidelines – this section sets out the broad direction for what the community is
working to achieve, and how decisions will be made along the way.
Zoning Regulations – this section provides the Zoning Regulations for land use planning in the community
that apply to all zones.
Land Use Zones – this section provides objectives and regulations for land use planning in the community,
setting the context for the development approvals process.
Implementation – this section sets out the steps that are needed to implement the intentions of the land
use plan, and future steps that are needed to move the community towards its vision.

1.2 Plan Development Process
The Esquimalt Nation has worked to identify strategies to move the membership forward by capitalizing
on the opportunities presented by the urban location of the community, while respecting the Nation’s
heritage.
In 2015, the Nation created a Housing Strategy that identified the needs of the community and outlined
targets to ensure adequate, appropriate, and affordable housing for the future. Subsequently, the Nation
followed-up by conducting a Housing Inventory and Capital Needs study in 2017. The study was
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instrumental in developing internal management capacity and initiated the process of lifecycle planning
for key housing assets.
Furthermore, the Nation has performed studies, including appraisals and environmental assessments, on
future economic development areas to allow for the development of these sites.
A strategic Land Use Plan is important for ensuring the sustainable growth of the Nation, especially
considering Esquimalt’s limited land base. Economic development should be encouraged in a way that is
harmonious with meeting the needs of the community.
The Land Use Plan strategically categorizes land in order to guide its development for the future. It helps
communities create high quality spaces for people to live, work, and enjoy, by ensuring there is adequate
land for housing, economic opportunities, and community amenities for generations to come, and by
setting out a framework to guide the land development process in an orderly manner.
The development of the Land Use Plan has been made possible through extensive engagement with
Esquimalt Nation community members and staff and by building on the previous work accomplished by
the Nation.

Comprehensive Community Plan
In 2013, Esquimalt Nation worked with its members to develop a Comprehensive Community Plan that
reflects the Nation’s Sacred Trust (see image 1). This planning initiative was the cornerstone in the Land
Use Plan development process. The Sacred Trust embodies the important relationship between land,
water, and resources; community family and individual; the cultural and spiritual path; and the Esquimalt
Nation land treaty (see image 2).

Image 1. Development of the Community Plan
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The Sacred Trust informs the Nation’s vision
for their community, and thus the Community
Plan, which was formally adopted by council
in 2018. This Community Plan identifies
strategies for managing lands into the future.
Specifically, it identifies five neighbourhood
areas

with

different

development

opportunities.
This Land Use Plan is informed by the general
land use categories that were conceptualized
in the community planning process (see
Figure 3). These include areas designated for
commercial, light industrial, residential,
community and cultural uses, over five
neighbourhood areas:

Image 1. The Sacred Trust



Western Commercial Lands – These lands have long been used for industrial purposes. Further
development is to be commercial or industrial uses.



Triangle Site – The Triangle Site is to be developed into one or more commercial assets.



Upper Residential Area – This area has been
identified as an area for community housing.
Currently, there are a mix of single and multi-family
housing units on the site.



Lower Residential, Commercial and Cultural Area
– This area is the core of the reserve lands. Current
uses

include

residential,

commercial,

and

administrative activities, including the Nation’s
Administrative offices, and the Big House.


Certificate of Possession (CP) Lands – These lands
are held by individuals and are to be developed by

Figure 2. Breakdown of On-Reserve Lands

the CP holder.
These neighbourhood areas have been used to inform the general land use direction of the Nation thus
far. Figure 2 shows the breakdown of each neighbourhood on the reserve by percentage of total land
area. The majority of the territory has been designated for Commercial Development Lands (50%), which
includes two neighbourhoods: the Western Commercial Lands, and the Triangle Site. A significant portion
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of land is held by Certificate of Possession (20%). Lastly, the remaining area consists of the Nation Lands
(33%), which consists of two neighbourhoods: the Upper Residential Area, and the Lower Residential,
Commercial and Cultural Area. These neighbourhoods are depicted in the Neighbourhood Area Plan in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Neighbourhood Area Plan
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Land Use Plan Communications and Engagement
The Land Use Plan was developed in consultation with staff, Chief and Council, and community members.
The plan is grounded in the Nation’s Sacred Trust and seeks to uphold the relationship between land,
water, and resources; community family and individual; and the cultural and spiritual path.
The Plan is equally grounded in the four key considerations of the Nation put forth in the Community Plan:


to define the Nation’s direction toward a more self-reliant community;



to inform and involve the Nation’s Members in an active role;



to guide decision-making to prepare for major decisions regarding economic and social
development;



and to build capacity within the community to take advantage of current opportunities, and to
create new ones.

Moving forward, it is crucial that future community planning efforts and land use decisions maintain the
interest and support of the Nation’s Members reflected in the Community Vision provided in this Land
Use Plan. As the implementation process progresses, the continued engagement and contribution of the
community will be sought to reflect the Nation’s values moving forward.
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2.0 HISTORY
The Esquimalt Nation’s Village was originally situated in James Bay before Europeans arrived. The
buildings in the community were designed in a manner to allow the village to relocate as needed. The
traditional name of the Esquimalt Nation is Xwsepsum, also written as Kosapsum.
Members of the Esquimalt Nation are part of the Lekwungen peoples, belonging to the Coast Salish
language group. Known to have hunted, fished, and gathered across the southern portions of Vancouver
Island, and the lower Gulf and San Juan islands, these peoples also travelled to the coastal areas of the
Lower Mainland and northwestern Washington State (see Figure 4). Oral histories, legends and traditional
place names exist that speak to Esquimalt Nation’s use of these traditional territories.
The Nation’s history is deeply rooted in the Sacred Trust, which is transmitted through oral teachings. The
teachings are usually articulated through the stories of the Nation that explain the Natural Laws. This
Sacred Trust is profoundly tied to the land as it determines the relationship between the land, water, and
resources; the Community; and the Spiritual Path.
The Nation’s connection to the land is thousands of years old and is aligned with the seasons, tides and
the supporting life cycle of the natural environment. The Nation is committed to maintaining this
reciprocal relationship.

Figure 4. Traditional Territories Map
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The Douglas Treaty
In 1849, British Parliament acknowledged and recognized aboriginal title of the land, catalyzing the
negotiation of lands under the Douglas Treaties. The Esquimalt Nation was one of fourteen Nations that
signed a Douglas Treaty over 150 years ago.
Under the Douglas Treaty, the Nation retains the aboriginal title to its traditional territory, the right to
hunt over unoccupied lands, and to carry on their fisheries as formerly. However, one of the Nation’s
modern challenges is understanding the meaning of these rights if these resources are no longer available
due to urban development, including forest and fisheries management.
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Figure 5. Esquimalt Nation Reserve Boundaries
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3.0 VISION AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES
The vision and guiding principles are built on previous planning work with the Esquimalt Nation
community. They espouse the Nation’s vision for the land as it has been put forth throughout the planning
process and in existing planning documents, notably through the Community Plan as it responds to the
Sacred Trust.

3.1

Vision

The Esquimalt Nation seeks to realize a self-determined future, where there is appropriate housing for all
of the Nation’s members and where members benefit from the economically viable developments that
are on the reserve. These opportunities should be pursued while continuing to be strongly rooted in the
unique spiritual and cultural heritage of the Nation, and in a way that honours the past, and respects the
needs of future generations.

3.2

Guiding Principles

The Land Use Plan will provide a framework for the organized development of land on the Nation’s
territory, in order to reflect this vision. The following Guiding Principles are intended to ensure that the
essence of the Land Use Plan reflects the Community Vision.


Access to Housing – ensure that there is adequate, affordable, and appropriate housing that is
accessible for all members of the Nation equally and equitably.



Economic Strength – pursue economic development opportunities that are viable and
sustainable; that maximize land use opportunities; and that benefit of the Nation.



Self-Reliance – create opportunities to become more self-reliant and self-determined as a Nation
by leveraging economic strength to uplift the community by reinvesting in housing, services, and
community uses.



Access to Services – ensure that the entire community has the ability to meet their basic needs
by providing high-quality infrastructure services, such as water and sewer.



Health and Wellbeing – ensure the social, physical, economic, and spiritual health for all members
of the Nation by providing equal and equitable access to community services.



Culture – foster the unique cultural heritage and traditions of the Nation with the land.
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4.0 COMMUNITY CONTEXT
The Esquimalt Nation is experiencing population growth and demographic changes. Like many other First
Nation communities, they are seeing a characteristically young, growing membership with unique needs.
Most importantly, the Nation’s residents are suffering from the critical shortage of housing on the Nation’s
land. In addition to community growth, the Nation would like to create opportunities for off-reserve
members to return to Esquimalt Nation.
It is likely that the current housing shortage plays a large role in regulating the number of members that
currently live on the Nation’s reserve. Thus, the Nation can anticipate that future growth will correspond
with the development of housing.

4.1

Housing and Growth Projections

In 2015, the Comprehensive Housing Strategy was developed to guide long-range goals and objectives,
and a near-term Action Plan for on-reserving housing. The goal of the strategy was to identify housing
opportunities on the reserve to increase the number of homes and to improve the quality of the Nation’s
housing stock. This will be accomplished by exploring mechanisms and programs to build new housing
and by repairing and renovating existing housing. Additionally, the Nation will work with non-reserve
agencies to improve off-reserve housing opportunities.
In order to ensure that housing successfully meets the needs of the Nation, it is important to ensure that
three key areas are addressed: adequacy, affordability, and appropriateness.
Adequate Housing – Adequate housing takes into consideration the size, service, and function of the
housing unit. Each Unit must accommodate the appropriate number of occupants and be well suited to
the size of the family that lives in them. The rooms and the unit must function for their intended purpose,
and their components and services must work. All housing must be healthy and safe to live in.
Affordable Housing – Affordable housing should reflect the true costs of construction, and the costs of
maintenance and repairs. The majority of Esquimalt Nation members would like to be on a rent-to-own
program. Further work is needed to clarify how to administer this program, and what the responsibilities
are for members in this program during the term, and after ownership is achieved.
Appropriate Housing – Housing that is appropriate reflects the cultural values of the Nation; it is
environmentally responsible; and it is broadly sustainable for the whole of the Nation. The design,
construction, and operation of the housing should reflect cultural values of the Nation. It should support
the health and welfare of individuals, families, and the community. Furthermore, appropriate housing
should incorporate the characteristics and metrics of environmental sustainability.
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Current Housing
There are approximately 43 housing units on the reserve, which include single family dwellings, duplexes,
and small multiple family structures. The Nation’s goal is to develop opportunities for the growth of the
housing stock on reserve, to meet the cultural and physical needs of the Nation.
The fundamental question facing the Nation is what kind of housing is required, and where should it be
located, given the Nation’s limited land base. The Nation’s housing committee is seeking solutions to this
issue by developing more housing on existing lands; using the existing lands more intensively; and
developing different types of housing to meet the community’s diverse needs.

Physical Development Planning
In 2015, physical development strategies were outlined in the Nation’s Housing Strategy. These strategies
evaluated Housing lands and produced an evaluation of the development requirements and constraints,
and the potential number of units. These strategies have been the baseline for current considerations of
the permitted uses and housing goals for various sites of the Nation’s lands.
These physical development strategies have since been adapted to the land uses found in the subsequent
sections. However, the strategies contain worthwhile information concerning potential characteristics
and quantities of housing for each site.
The four areas that have been identified include: the (1) Upper Residential Lands, (2) the Admirals Road
and See Nu Pin Road Intersection, (3) the South Admirals Border Lands, and (4) the Village Center Lands.
Opportunities on these lands are the following:
(1) The Upper Residential lands consist of the land area east of Admirals Road, with the exception of
the parcel north of the See Nu Pin / Admirals Intersection. These lands have potential for infill
development resulting in up to 36 new and existing units.
(2) The land located to the north of the intersection of Admirals Road and See Nu Pin Road are
relatively flat well suited for a multi-family apartment; however, redevelopment of the site would
require the demolition of current housing.
(3) The South Admirals Border Lands are a triangular parcel located between Admirals Road and the
N&E Railway, to the south of the reserve. This parcel is located on a cross slope and will be more
difficult to develop; it is best suited for multi-family dwellings, such as an apartment, or row and
terrace housing of up to 25 to 30 units.
(4) The Village Center lands (or the lower residential area on Figure 3) is west of the E&N Railway.
They are for the most part, populated with housing or community buildings. A comprehensive
development plan could be created to propose up to a total of 75 units on the site. However, it
would require demolitions, relocations, and a range of multi-family housing developments.
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Community Demographics
There are approximately 171 Esquimalt Nation Member currently living on the reserve. Another estimated
122 members live in other areas of Vancouver Island, Metro Vancouver, or in Washington State and 21
members live on another reserve. Approximately 60% of the population is under the age of 20.
GROWTH PROJECTIONS
Esquimalt Nation is a growing community. However, estimating the rate of this growth is challenging due
to incomplete or inaccurate population data. Additionally, a number of off-reserve members may wish to
return to the Nation, if more homes become available. This further contributes to the difficulties of
creating accurate population projections. Current housing availability is an important factor to on-reserve
population growth and opportunities to expand the housing stock may result in a small population surge.
A population projection was created for Esquimalt Nation based on the 2018 population estimates
reported by Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada (AANDC) (see Table 1). This projection
accounts for population growth of on-reserve Esquimalt Nation members. This projection does not
consider population growth for off-reserve members, nor does it include population growth as a result of
off-reserve members moving back to the reserve. Both of which are important consideration that are not
within the scope of this study.
Table 1. Population projections of Esquimalt Nation
Year
2018
2023
2028
2033
2038

On-reserve population
171
186
203
219
236

The population projection assumes that the community will grow at an annual rate of 1.75% over the next
10 years (from 2018 to 2027) and that the rate of growth will decreased to 1.5% annually over the
subsequent 10 years (from 2028 to 2037) (see Table 1). Using these values, the projection assumes that
there will be more rapid population growth over the next 10 years, reaching 203 members by 2028 (see
Table 1). After which, the population will continue to grow less rapidly.
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Population Projection (2018 - 2038)
236

250
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200
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Year
Figure 6. Growth rate projections (2018-2038)

Ultimately, the population projection estimates that the on-reserve population of Esquimalt Nation will
increase by 66 members (from 171 to 236 members) over the next 20 years (see Table 1). This growth
projection is in line the population growth estimates from Statistics Canada, which forecasts that First
Nations people in Canada will experience more rapid population growth than other Canadians at an
annual rate of 1.2% to 1.9% between 2006 to 2031.

Projected Housing Requirements
As previously mentioned, there is a significant shortage of housing to support Esquimalt Nation’s current
on-reserve members. Moreover, the Nation has expressed a desire to increase the number of housing
units to create opportunities for off-reserve members to return to the Nation’s reserve (143 off-reserve
members). It should be noted that there approximately 3.4 acres of vacant residential lands with which
to accommodate future housing.
The population projection (see Figure 6) assumes relatively rapid on-reserve population growth in
Esquimalt Nation. Given that there are currently 43 houses on the reserve, the projection estimates that
the Nation would need approximately 59 houses to accommodate the Nation’s on-reserve population in
2038. However, considering the current housing shortages and the goal to return off-reserve members to
the Nation this is almost certainly an underestimate of the Nation’s housing needs.
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Due to incomplete statistical data, the Nation has not been able to complete suitable housing and
population projections to inform realistic estimates of the housing needs of the Nation. In 2015, to the
Esquimalt Nation Housing Strategy, reviewed the community’s housing needs. The study anticipated that
the number of housing units should be doubled over the next 20 years in order to meet the needs of the
community. This implies that there would need to be 86 housing units to accommodate the population in
2038. This is a more accurate assessment as it accounts for on-reserve population growth, current
overcrowding due to the housing shortage, and off-reserve members who wish to return to Esquimalt
Nation. A formal assessment of current and future housing demand is necessary.

4.2 Land Assessment
The Esquimalt Nation reserve lands are divided north to south by the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway
(E&N) and Admirals Road (see Figure 5). Unlike larger, non-urban nations, the Esquimalt Nation has a
limited land base of only 44.3-acres of land reserve area (see Table 2).
Table 2. Land areas by use or tenure

Land Tenure
Western Commercial Lands
Triangle Site
Total Area Designated for Housing
(7.7 acres currently developed for Existing Housing)
Certificate of Possession Lands
Other (Community, Parks, Neighbourhood Commercial)
Net Developable Community Lands (development footprint)

Total Area
44.3 acre
11.6 acres
7.65 acres
11.1 acres

Percentage of
Lands
26.4%
16.7%
25%

4.4 acres
6.3 acres

10%
14.2%

3.4 acres

7.7%

*Development Footprint is the Total Land parcel excluding the identified constraints

The Esquimalt Nation also leases a water lot in in Esquimalt Harbour with the Songhees First Nation. The
lot fronts both Nations’ reserves and includes the seabed of the Western Commercial Lands.
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Economic Development
In 1997, the Nation identified and designated two areas for economic development: the Triangle Site (7.65
acres) and the Western Commercial Lands (11.6 acres). The Triangle site is bordered by Admirals Roads
to the east, Hallowell Road to the north, Thomas Road to the south, and the E&N Railway to the west (see
Figure 7).
The Western Commercial Site is bordered by the E&N Railway to the east, the Town of View Royal to the
north and Plumper Bay (Esquimalt Harbour) to the west (see Figure 7). The Esquimalt Nation cemetery
and an adjacent band owned home and lot are both excluded from this area. Adjoining to the Western
Commercial Lands are a number of Filled Foreshore sites (3 acres). This filled foreshore is currently owned
by the federal crown in the name of Transport Canada. However, the Esquimalt Nation is in the process
of adding this land to reserve.
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Community Lands and Housing
Existing community housing is split between two sites: the Upper Residential Areas lie east of Admirals
Road; and the Lower Residential, Commercial & Cultural Area are situated west of the E&N Railway and
north of the CP Lands (see Figure 8). Additionally, a third vacant lot exists between Admirals Road and the
E&N Railway that is under consideration for potential future housing. The combined area of these sites is
7.7 acres.

Certificate of Possession (CP) Lands
In the southwest corner of the site, there are 4.4 acres of Certificate of Possession (CP) lands (see Figure
8). The western portion of the CP lands are particularly low lying; they are at significant risk in the event
of a Tsunami, as they are only 4 m above sea level (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Community, Housing, and CP Lands
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Vacant Lands
Most of the Nation’s limited land base have either been developed, set aside for economic development
purposes, or are held under a Certificate of Possession, as shown in the Figure 9. The remaining vacant
parcels have a net developable area of 3.4 acres (see Figure 9), all of which has been set aside for the
development of additional Nation housing to address issues of scarcity. Development of new housing may
be limited by the small land area of the remaining housing lands. For this reason, the Nation should plan
to use the land efficiently when developing new units by encouraging the development of infill housing,
and apartments and townhouses.
Additionally, it is recommended that the Nation consider multi-family housing and mixed-use commercial
uses on the Economic Development lands to be able to incorporate anticipated future growth and housing
demands.
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Figure 9. Vacant Lands Map
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Topography and Tsunami Planning
The Esquimalt Nation borders Plumper Bay and contains a significant portion of its waterfront, which
presents some risk in the event of a Tsunami (see Figure 10). For the most part, the Esquimalt Nation is at
a high enough elevation that it is not affected by the Tsunami Planning Zone (4.0 m above sea level).
However, a significant portion of the Certificate of Possession (CP) lands to the south of the reserve are
within the Tsunami Planning Zone (see Figure 10). In the event of a natural disaster, this presents a
significant risk to the CP holders and to those living on these parcels.
Additionally, there is an area to the north of the reserve in the Western Commercial Lands that is at higher
risk in the event of a Tsunami (see Figure 10). The risk of developing in this area should be reflected in
future planning of the Western Commercial Lands.
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Figure 10. Topography and Tsunami Map
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4.3 Infrastructure Servicing
Water, Sanitary Sewer, and Storm Water Drainage
Existing Services
The Esquimalt Nation is well-serviced with utilities due to its location adjacent to neighbouring
communities and existing development. Esquimalt Nation has servicing agreements for water and sanitary
sewer service from the Town of View Royal and Capital Regional District. Internally, the Nation’s
residential areas are entirely serviced by water, sanitary, and storm water infrastructure (see Figure 11).
New development sites are not serviced by any internal infrastructure, including the economic
development lands in the northern part of the reserve and the southern triangular site between the
railway and Admirals Road.

Opportunities and Constraints
Providing servicing for the economic development lands requires further detailed planning, design and
investment in order to prepare these sites for development. With a proper plan and servicing in place,
this may decrease the appraisal of the lands as part of a subsequent sublease agreement.
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Figure 11. Infrastructure Map
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Site Access and Internal Road Network
Existing Road Network
The Esquimalt Nation is approximately 6 km to the northeast of downtown Victoria. It is bisected by
Admirals Road, a collector road, which is managed under the jurisdiction by the Ministry of Transportation
and Infrastructure (MOTI). The Nation is also intersected by the Galloping Goose (managed by the CRD),
which is a 55-kilometre regional, multi-use trail that connects Victoria to Sooke.
Additionally, the reserve is serviced by local roads, which provide access to the residential and community
uses within the nation. These local roads include Thomas Road and Kosapsum Crescent on the western
portion of the reserve, and Seenupin Road on the eastern portion (see Figure 12).
The community currently has two access points from Admirals Road on either side of the reserve;
Seenupin Road to the east, and Thomas Road to the west. An additional access was added when Kosapsum
Crescent was recently extended to meet Hallowell Road. This new connection will eventually replace
Thomas Road, which will be closed upon the completion of upgrades to Admirals Road (see Figure 12).
This new extension provides an opportunity to provide better access to the Western Commercial Lands.

Opportunities and Constraints
Important road infrastructure will be required to provide access and to service lands identified for future
economic development. The Triangle Site will require at least two new accesses from Admirals Road and
Hallowell Road. The Western Commercial Lands will require an additional local road to extend Hallowell
Road toward the waterfront (see Figure 12).
The development of housing on the small triangular lot on the southern boundary of the reserve,
previously described as the South Admirals Border Lands, will also require transportation infrastructure
upgrades. Two new access points from Admirals Road should be planned in order to service future
development of the site.
The creation of these three new access points from Admirals Road will require negotiations with the
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure, as it is under Provincial jurisdiction.
These transportation infrastructure and access upgrades present an important opportunity and a
challenge. On one hand, providing these service upgrades will improve the land’s market value. Improving
transportation infrastructure and access will prepare these lands for development, creating a more
attractive prospect for investors. However, this will require further detailed study, planning, design and
capital investment.
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Figure 12. Transportation and Access Map
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4.4 Economic Opportunities
Located within the urban area of the Capital Regional District (CRD), the Esquimalt Nation occupies a small
land base. The effective development of these lands presents an opportunity to create a valuable
economic asset for the Nation, given the right circumstances. Although the location of this land is
desirable, this should not be taken for granted. Many factors such as planning, servicing, access, and
development partnerships need to be established to unlock the true value of the Nation’s lands.

Local Economic Features
As discussed, the reserve is bisected by Admirals Road, a provincial roadway, making it regionally
accessible. Currently, there is only one commercial business on Esquimalt Nation reserve, the Modeste
Smoke Shop. There is also an industrial cement producer, Trio Ready-Mix, that operates on the Economic
Development lands (Western Commercial Lands and the Triangle Site). Additionally, there is a significant
portion of waterfront property along the western boundary of the Economic Development lands.

Future Economic Opportunities
The Esquimalt Nation’s two economic development parcels, the Western Commercial Lands and the
Triangle Site, are not currently serviced. This remains one of the key barriers to maximizing the potential
of these lands. Furthermore, they are currently both used for industrial purposes. The value of the
Economic Development lands is contingent on the successful completion of important groundwork to be
undertaken by the Nation to “unlock” the land’s development potential.
The first step is to understand the potential of the Economic Development lands by conducting a highest
and best use study. This study will inform how to proceed with the subsequent steps needed to achieve
an appropriate market value for the lands, including, performing site preparation and remediation,
establishing access, developing a servicing plan, and exploring potential partnerships within the
development community:
(1) Highest and Best Use Study
A Highest and Best Use Study should be conducted to determine the types of utilization that are best
suited for the current land base, given its local and regional context. The study is an economic analysis
that will evaluate the actual market opportunities in the region for a comparable land base with
similar market parameters. Identifying these optimal land uses will provide direction and support for
the Nation’s development goals and actions.
(2) Site Preparation and Remediation
The Western Commercial Lands and the Triangle Site have historically been used for industrial activity.
Trio-max, an industrial cement producer currently operates on both Economic Development Lands. In
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order to develop the land, an environmental assessment must be conducted in addition to any
remediation that is identified.
(3) Servicing and Access
A plan to establish access and a servicing strategy should be developed according to the highest and
best uses for the land. After which the most efficient approach for providing access and servicing
should be identified based on the density and uses that are desired on the lands. Servicing should
consider how District Energy System could be integrated into the servicing strategy at a high level.
Providing water and sewer services will be key for bringing the land to market and providing the
Nation more leverage in negotiations.
The Nations should negotiate with the Provincial government to determine access and infrastructure
required to support future development, as formal access points will need to be approved by the
Ministry of Transportation.
(4) Development Partnerships
A keystone of developing the lands to their highest potential depends on securing high quality
investors; evoking confidence in development partnerships is a key aspect of securing these investors.
In order to accomplish this goal, the Nation should strive to develop a clear, dependable development
framework. It is imperative that costs and regulations are explicit in this development framework in
order to minimize risks for investors. The nation may need to develop legal, fiscal, and administrative
frameworks in order to ensure that the development procedures and costs are clear.
The development of partnerships can occur in a multitude of ways. Furthermore, the community
should seek to work with the development community to identify investors with common goals for
the economic development of the land.
Funding considerations will play an important role in each of these stages. Successful accomplishment of
the aforementioned studies and plans will provide the necessary tools for the Nation to create a turnkey
development proposal. This will improve the Nation’s ability to leverage an optimal market value that
reflects the highest and best uses for the land.

District Energy Opportunities
Esquimalt Nation is located in close proximity to many other communities including the Songhees Nation,
View Royal, Esquimalt and the City of Victoria. In order to attract investors and developers, the Nation
would like to set themselves apart from these other communities by considering development of a
renewable district energy system (DES). The Nation-run DES would provide thermal energy (heating
and/or cooling) to the proposed new buildings on the project site. This would provide a competitive
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advantage for potential investors and tenants locating on the site, revenue and capacity building for the
Nation, and an advancement of the Nation’s goals towards sustainability and self-sufficiency.
The DES has many potential benefits, including providing energy for the Nation’s residents and businesses,
producing energy to sell to adjacent communities, and providing stable energy pricing for large
commercial developments. The DES also provides key opportunities to support a diversity of community
development goals, such as self-governance, economic wellbeing, and financial stability.
In order to assess the viability of a DES on the Nation’s Economic Development Lands the Nation will need
to undertake a feasibility study. This study will examine different energy sources and DES types to
determine how best to serve the projected energy demand. The study will also include some preliminary
geotechnical drilling to help assess the feasibility of geo-exchange. Once leading options are selected, the
study will examine the business case of the proposed DES.
There are many potential funding opportunities to support the development of a DES, both at the
provincial and federal levels. There is also the possibility of developing the DES with a private partner,
who could provide financial support for the project.
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5.0 ZONING REGULATIONS
The Zoning Regulations provide a mechanism to set regulatory standards that ensure the orderly
development of Esquimalt Nation’s lands. This section provides the basic point of reference for the use of
the land and the erection of any structure in any of the Land Use Zones set out in Section 6.0 of the plan.
The intention of the Zoning Regulations section is to clearly outline the development criteria and to
support the creation of the development approval process (see Section 7.0).

5.1 Administration
Title and Enforcement
The Zoning Regulations of Esquimalt Nation shall be administered by the Lands Manager or other
designated person(s) appointed by the Esquimalt Nation Council.

Scope
No building or structure shall hereafter be erected, altered, placed or replaced, nor the use of any building,
structure or land be changed, unless the proposed development meets the requirements of the Esquimalt
Nation Land Use Plan and Zoning Regulations. A Development Permit must be approved and issued by the
Lands Manager or other designated person(s) through the forthcoming Development Approval
Procedures (see Section 7.0).

5.2 Definitions
Accessory Use means the use of which is secondary to the principal use on the parcel.
Accessory building means any building or structure that is used in conjunction with the principal building,
but is separate from the principal building, and is located on the same parcel and includes garages,
carports, sheds, soft-sided structures, and greenhouses.
Adjacent property means any lot / parcel of land sharing a common parcel boundary.
Automobile sales and service means facilities used for the sale or the repair of motor vehicles or parts
thereof, but does not include the sale of automotive fuel.
Building means a structure located on the ground and supported by columns or walls which is designed,
erected or intended for the support, enclosure or protection of persons, animals, or property.
Burial sites include any parcel or tract of land set aside, used, or is believed to be used to maintained or
operated as a place for the interment of the remains of dead persons.
Business park means an area in which many commercial or industrial facilities are grouped together.
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Carving workshop means a building or room where woodworking, crafts, and traditional or artisanal
objects are produced.
Cemetery means and includes any parcel or tract of land set aside, used, maintained or operated as a
place for the interment of the remains of dead persons.
Commercial means a use providing for the sale or rental of goods or services, for personal services, or for
the servicing and repair of goods; and includes retail, wholesaling, offices, services and repairs, personal
services, gas stations, electric charging stations, strip malls, tourist accommodations, waterfront
commercials, car wash, convenience stores, and financial institutions.
Community means a use providing for recreational services, public services, governance, or amenities to
the community and includes educational facilities, elder’s facilities, family centers, gymnasiums, youth
centers, and recreational centers.
Community garden means a non-commercial facility for the cultivation of fruits, flowers, vegetables, or
ornamental plants.
Cultural center means a building used for learning and education, cultural and traditional ceremonies,
and administration.
Daycare / pre-school means a use which provides nursery and / or pre-school care for all children.
Development permit means a permit provided to indicate that proposed developments meet the
conditions of this Zoning Bylaw.
District Energy Systems means the use of land for buildings and facilities that distribute heating or cooling
for a neighbourhood or community.
Dwelling, Apartment means a building that is divided into not less than three dwelling units with each
dwelling unit having its principal access from an at-grade entrance common to all dwelling units.
Dwelling, Duplex means a building that is divided horizontally or vertically into two (2) separate dwelling
units, where each of the dwelling units has an independent entrance either directly from the outside or
through a common vestibule.
Dwelling, Multi-family means a building consisting of three or more dwelling units and includes but is not
limited to apartments, townhouses and triplexes.
Dwelling, Single Family means a building, other than a mobile home, that contains one dwelling unit.
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Dwelling, Townhouse means a building that is divided into not less than three dwelling units with each
dwelling unit having direct access to finished grade level, and specifically excludes a building used for a
hotel or motel.
Dwelling unit means two or more rooms used or intended to be used as the permanent home or residence
of a family that contains only one cooking facility, with sleeping and bathing facilities.
Gas station means a building or lot used or intended to be used for the retail sale of motor fuels and
lubricants that are dispensed to/for the customer, and which may include a car wash, electric vehicle
charging station, the servicing and minor repairing of motor vehicles, and the sale of automobile
accessories. This definition does not include specialty repair shops, such as brake or muffler repair shops,
or auto body shops.
Garden and nursery supplies means the use of land, buildings, and/or structures for the purpose of retail
sales of trees, plants, flowers, and associated gardening or landscaping supplies and outdoor garden
equipment.
Health center mean the use of a building or buildings for the provision of a physical or mental health
service.
Home-based business means an accessory use within a dwelling unit for a small professional or homebased business, including but not limited to book-keeping, legal services, and small-scale home sales.
Home-based businesses are conducted entirely indoors.
Infrastructure and public works facilities mean the use of land for buildings and facilities that distribute
electricity, gas, water, sewer, telephonic or television signals.
Lands Manager means the individual, or individuals, delegated with the responsibility of administering
and enforcing the Esquimalt Nation Land Use Plan and the Esquimalt Nation Zoning Bylaw by resolution
of the Esquimalt Nation Council.
Light-industrial means an industry use which is wholly enclosed within the building except for parking and
loading facilities and outside storage accessory to the permitted use.
Marine uses means the use of the water surface or foreshore area, either as a floating structure or fixed
by way of pilings.
Mixed Use means one or more commercial or community uses permitted on the first storey of a building
with one or more dwelling units above the commercial or community uses.
Natural area means an open space area that is used for passive recreation only and to be preserved.
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Office building means a building or part thereof designed, intended or used for the practice of a
profession, the carrying on of a business, the conduct of public administration, or the administration of
an industry.
Parking area means an area on a parcel(s) containing parking spaces including driveways, aisles, ramps
and motor vehicle maneuvering areas.
Play field means a recreational site designed for playing outdoor sports.
Principal building means the building which contains the principal use of the parcel and shall include
attached garages or carports.
Recreational means a recreational center, a family center, repair / relocation of the playground and play
field, waterfront amenities, water sport facilities, and a carving workshop.
Restaurant means an establishment where food is sold to the public for immediate consumption within
the premises, or for removal from the premises.
Retail store means a building where goods, wares, merchandise, substances, articles or things are offered
or kept for sale at retail including storage of limited quantities of such goods, wares, merchandise,
substances, articles or things sufficient only to service such store.
Secondary suite means one or more habitable rooms, but not more than two bedrooms and one cooking
facility, constituting a self-contained unit with a separate entrance, but which is clearly subordinate to the
principal dwelling.
Setback means the horizontal distance measured at right angles to the parcel line, between the parcel
line and the exterior wall of the building or structure.
Storey means that portion of a building which is situated between the surface of any floor and the surface
of the floor next above it and, if there is no floor above it, that portion between the surface of such floor
and the ceiling surface above it. A storey shall not include a basement or cellar.
Structure means a construction of any kind, whether fixed to, supported by, or sunk into land or water
which requires permanent location on the ground or something attached to the ground, and includes
buildings, walls, decks, fences, tanks, pools, piers, sheds, display signs, poles and towers.
Zoning Regulation Map means the map attached as Appendix A, to this Bylaw.
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5.3 Applicability of Zoning Regulations
The Zoning Regulations are a tool used to regulate the use of the land, and the erection of buildings and
structures within the Esquimalt Nation. The Zoning Regulations section of the Land Use Plan provides a
framework to ensure that there is unified standard of development throughout the Nation. The
regulations apply to all the Land Use Zones that are outlined in Section 6.0 of the Land Use Plan, unless
otherwise specified in the Zoning Regulations. These Zoning Regulations are to be applied through the
development approval process (see Section 7.0).

Uses and Regulations
The use, buildings and structures in each zone shall be in accordance with the regulations listed in the
relevant Land Use Zone and in the Zoning Regulations. The only exceptions to these regulations are
existing non-conforming uses and development that has been approved and authorized by Esquimalt
Nation.
All lands, buildings, or structures within Esquimalt Nation shall be developed, used, constructed, erected,
modified, converted, enlarged, re-constructed, altered, placed, or maintained in the accordance with the
provisions of these Zoning Regulations.

Non-Conformance
For any building or structure that was erected on or before the effective date of the adoption of these
Zoning Regulations, and is found non-conforming to the Zoning Regulations, shall remain in its state.
Renovations and reconstructions are permitted to non-conforming buildings provided that the land use
does not change.

Uses Permitted in All Land Use Zones
The following uses are permitted in all Land Use zones:
1. Infrastructure and Public Works Facilities
2. Accessory Buildings
3. Community Buildings
4. Play Fields
5. Playgrounds
6. Parks

Accessory Uses and Buildings
The following regulations apply to accessory uses and accessory buildings:
1. Accessory uses shall be permitted in any zone within the jurisdiction of these Zoning Regulations.
2. An accessory use shall not be a dwelling unit (as defined in these Zoning Regulations).
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3. An accessory use may not be originally a motor vehicle, storage container, a mobile home, a
construction trailer, or a trailer from a semi-trailer (such as an 18-wheeler) converted for such
purposes.
4. A mobile home is not permitted as an accessory use or building in any Land Use zone.
5. Accessory buildings or structures are not permitted in the front yard in any Land Use zone.
6. Accessory buildings must be located at least 2.0 metres away from any principal building and 2.0
metres away from any parcel line.
7. On corner parcels, accessory building and structure setbacks from the exterior side parcel line
shall be equal to the front parcel line setback.
8. Maximum height of an accessory building shall not exceed 5.0 metres.

Fencing
The following regulations apply to the installation of fences:
1. No building or structure except a fence, or sign shall be constructed closer than 20.0 metres from
the high-water line of any foreshore or the natural boundary of any watercourse.
2. No fence in the Housing, Economic Development, or Neighbourhood Commercial zone shall:
a. Exceed 1.8 metres in height in the backyard; nor
b. Exceed 1.2 metres in the front yard.

Home Based Business
A home-based business shall be permitted in the Housing Zone provide it complies with the following
regulations:
1. A home-based business shall be located within the principal building or within up to one accessory
building.
2. The external appearance of the dwelling unit is not changed by the home business.
3. Where the home business is to be operated from a dwelling, the primary resident of the home
business must be a resident in the same dwelling unit.
4. Not more than 25% of the floor area of the principal dwelling unit shall be devoted to the business.
5. An outdoor sign display of not more than 1.0 m2 in area.
6. No mechanical equipment is used except that reasonably consistent with the business use.
7. No open storage or outdoor activity associated with the business shall be permitted.
8. Home based businesses that serve customers shall have at least one off-street parking space
available for customer use.
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Temporary Uses Permitted
The following regulations apply to permitted temporary uses:
1. Notwithstanding the list of permitted uses in the various Zones in these Zoning Regulations,
retailing of goods (e.g. garage sale, Christmas trees sales) on an occasional basis not to exceed
more than 14 days, nor to occur more than twice per year shall be a permitted use in all land use
zones.
2. Nothing in these Zoning Regulations shall prevent uses erected for special occasions and holidays
provided only that no such use remains in place more than 14 consecutive days.
3. Nothing in these Zoning Regulations shall prevent the temporary location of a building or
structure incidental to a main construction project provided that the Lands Manager or other
designated person(s) appointed by the Esquimalt Nation Council approve the temporary structure
and further provided only that such incidental construction shall be removed within 60 days of
completion of the development.
4. The Lands Manager or other designated person(s) appointed by the Esquimalt Nation Council may
issue a permit to allow the owner of a parcel with an existing occupied building on it to construct
a second building on the same parcel and to allow the owner to remain in occupancy of the
existing building as a temporary use during construction of the second building. For the purpose
of this section, the existing building shall be deemed to be a temporary use and shall be permitted
to continue up to 60 days after completion of construction of the main use, at which time it must
be removed from the site or converted into an accessory building. For purposes of this section,
the newly constructed building shall be deemed to be occupied when either the telephone or the
permanent power is installed at the second dwelling.

Servicing
All Economic Development Land Use zones will require servicing upgrades as part of the Development
Permit Procedures requirements and prior to any Development Permit being issued.

Variances
The Esquimalt Nation Chief and Council uphold the authority to provide variances to the regulations of a
Land Use Zone within these Zoning Regulations, as long as it does not vary the permitted uses or density.
For example, Council may, by way of an approved motion, provide variances to adjust setbacks, parking
requirements, or building height.

Land Use Plan Amendments
The Esquimalt Nation Chief and Council uphold the authority to provide amendments to the Land Use
Plan in order to vary the permitted uses or density of uses on the land. Development, expansion, or the
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emerge of new issues within the Nation will require the review and amendment of the policies and
guidelines in this Land Use Plan by Chief and Council.

In the event that a proposed development plan does not conform to the policies of this Land Use
Plan, the policies or guidelines in question must be amended for the development to move forward.
The Lands Manager will guide the amendment process. The date of amendment will be noted along
with addition and/or deletion and attached to the Land Use Plan. Amendments will also be published
in the local newspaper, posted on the Band Website, and posted in Band Administration building for
general community information.

5.4 Establishment of Land Use Zones
Interpretation of Land Use Boundaries
1. The extent and boundaries of all zones in effect in this Zoning Regulation are illustrated on the
Zoning Map in Schedule A.
2. Where a zone boundary is indicated as following a public road right-of-way, the right-of-way of
the public road will be the zone boundary.
3. Where a zone boundary is indicated as approximately following the boundary of a reserve
administered by the Esquimalt Nation, the boundary shall be the reserve boundary.
4. Where none of these above provisions apply, and where appropriate, the zone boundary shall be
scaled from the Land Use Plan Map.
5. If the roadway is consolidated with an adjoining parcel, the parcel’s zoning designation applies to
affected portions of the roadway.

5.5 Off-Street Parking and Loading Requirements
1. Each parking space has a minimum length of 6.0 m and a minimum width of 2.7 m, except for
parallel parking spaces. The minimum length of a parallel parking space shall be 6.7 m.
2. The parking area shall be located on the same parcel which it is intended to serve.
3. The parking area is of a permanent hard surfacing, each parking space shall be clearly demarcated
and maintained as such.
4. The width of a driveway or aisle leading to a parking or loading area, shall be a minimum of 3.0 m
and the maximum width of a driveway shall be 8.0 m.
5. Each parking space shall have adequate access to permit ingress or egress of a motor vehicle and
in no case shall a driveway or aisle directly accessing a parking space be less than 4.3 m in width,
and all parking spaces shall be independently accessible without requiring the movement of a
vehicle or vehicles occupying any other parking space, to and from a public street/road or highway
by means of driveways, aisles or maneuvering areas.
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6. Where more than 20 parking stalls are required, every off-street parking facility shall provide 5%
of the required stalls for the use of physically challenged persons. Each stall for physically
challenged persons shall:
a. Be at least 4.0 m in width and at least 7.5 m in length;
b. Be located as close as possible to a main handicapped accessible building entrance;
c. Be clearly identified for the exclusive use of physically challenged persons.
7. The required number of off-street parking and loading spaces shall be determined in accordance
with Table 3 below.
8. Where more than one use is located on a parcel, the total number of parking or loading spaces to
be required shall be the sum total of the requirements for each use.
9. Off-street loading spaces shall not be counted as off-street parking spaces, and off-street parking
spaces shall not be counted as of street loading spaces.
10. Each off-street loading space shall have vehicular access to a public road;
11. In no case shall the length of a loading space be such that a vehicle in the process of loading or
unloading shall project into any Major Arterial or Highway.
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Table 3. Required number of off-street parking and loading spaces

TYPE OF LAND USE

MINIMUM PARKING REQUIRED

HOUSING
Single family and duplex dwellings
Townhouses
Multi-family dwelling

2 spaces per dwelling unit
1.5 space per dwelling unit plus
0.2 visitor stalls per dwelling unit
1 space per dwelling unit plus 0.2
visitor stalls per dwelling unit

COMMERCIAL
All uses in the Commercial and Economic
Development Zone

3 spaces per 100 m2 (1,076 sq. ft.)
off gross floor area

Restaurants

1 space per 4 seats.

Gasoline Service Stations

4 spaces in addition to spaces for vehicle fueling

COMMUNITY BUILDINGS
Offices, community buildings and health
center

1 per 46 m2 (500 sq.ft.) of gross floor area

Assembly halls and cultural facilities

1 space per 3 seats of capacity

Schools, day cares and pre-schools

2.5 for classroom
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6.0 LAND USE ZONES
The Esquimalt Nation has two forms of land holdings on its reserve. The majority of lands are community
lands that are owned collectively by and benefit the community as a whole. There are also Certificates of
Possession lands, which are lands that have been permanently allotted to an individual.
Community Lands – identifies the collectively owned land of the Esquimalt Nation that the community as
a whole has the right to the use and benefit from. The collective interest of Nations in reserve lands cannot
be transferred to another entity except by following strict statutory provisions.
Certificate of Possession Lands – identifies land that has been allotted to an individual holder that has
“lawful possession” of the parcel of land, under legal title of the Crown.
Within these two types of land holdings, a series of land uses have been identified to further guide the
direction of future activities on Esquimalt Nation Reserve lands (see Schedule A). These land uses, along
with the policies and regulations that accompany them, will provide clear instructions on how to manage
future land development.
The Esquimalt Nation Land Use zones are as follows:
Community – Lands that have been identified for the development of community facilities and uses that
are to benefit the community as a whole.
Certificate of Possession – Lands that are held by individuals under Certificates of Possession that are to
be developed primarily for housing.
Multi-family Housing – Lands to be developed to accommodate a higher number of housing units for all
Esquimalt Nation Band Members.
Mixed Housing – Lands to be developed for housing for all Esquimalt Nation Band Members.
Economic Development – Lands which have been designated for future economic development.
Neighbourhood Commercial – Consists of existing commercial land uses on Community Lands.
Parks/Open Space – Green space for the community.
Addition to Reserve – Lands which are not yet under the possession of the Nation and / or included with
the reserve boundary.
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6.1 Community Lands
Background
Community lands currently include the Nation’s Administrative Offices, the Big House, and the cemetery.
The community has expressed interest in developing facilities on the reserve including a recreational
center, a family center, repair / relocation of the playground and play field, waterfront amenities, and a
carving workshop. Additionally, there are advanced talks about establishing a daycare on the
southernmost community lands.
The Community Zone will encourage the creation of community services that are accessible to all
members of the Nation. These places belong to those who live, work, and play in Esquimalt Nation. The
objectives and policies below are intended to encourage community development in a way that supports
the needs of the Esquimalt Nation as a whole.

Goal
The purpose of the Community Zone is to conserve Nation lands for the provision of community services
and associated facilities, as well as the protection of spaces considered to have heritage and cultural value.

Objectives
It is the objective of Esquimalt Nation to:


Enable the provision of essential services to members in support of a healthy, safe and vibrant
community.



Designate land for administrative, community services & safety, social, educational, recreational
uses, and public works, and direct all these new uses to the Community zone as shown on the
Land Use Map shown in Schedule A.



Ensure the supply of community land is sufficient to accommodate a variety of uses, including
potential sites for recreational facilities, a family center, an elder facilities, a playground / play
field, waterfront amenities, a big house, a health center, a gymnasium, a daycare, and a carving
workshop.



Ensure sufficient infrastructure (such as water and sewer) capacity and availability to meet
existing and future growth needs, while protecting available capacity for community uses.



Ensure all members living on-reserve have easy access to community facilities.



Encourage energy conservation, efficiency and green building when planning new community
facilities, maximizing solar orientation and renewable technologies, where lifecycle costs make
this practical.



Ensure recreational opportunities are easy to access in all areas of the community.



Provide facilities that enable the effective delivery of Esquimalt Nation community services.
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Permitted Uses
The following uses and no others are permitted in the Community designation:
1. Gymnasium
2. Recreational Centre
3. Playground
4. Administrative Offices
5. Big House
6. Carving workshop
7. Health services
8. Educational facilities
9. Waterfront recreation and amenities
10. Family Center
11. Daycare/pre-school
12. Youth center
13. Elder’s facility
14. Infrastructure and public works facilities
15. Community Garden
16. Cemetery/Burial ground
17. Accessory buildings
Other uses may be considered if they provide a service or a cultural use to the community and if they are
seen to fit within the intent of zone.

Regulations
Principal Building:

Parcel Size

260 m2 minimum

Parcel Width
Principal Building Height

16.0 m minimum
12.0 m maximum

Setbacks
- Front

2.0 m minimum

-

Interior side

1.5 m minimum

-

Exterior side

3.0 m minimum

-

Rear

3.0 m minimum

Parcel Coverage
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6.2 Certificate of Possession (CP) Lands
Background
Reserve lands that are under a Certificate of Possession may be developed for residential purposes to
house band members. Currently there are CP lands in the southwest corner of the site.

Goal
The purpose of the CP Zone is to encourage the use of CP lands for the provision of housing.

Objectives
It is the objective of Esquimalt Nation to:


Ensure CP holders and the Esquimalt Nation Band Council determine the land use and to approve
the development of the land when needed.



Permit the use of private single-family homes and other cultural or traditional uses.



Encourage energy conservation, efficiency and green building when planning new homes and
residential areas, maximizing solar orientation and renewable technologies, where lifecycle costs
make this practical.

Permitted Uses
The following uses and no others are permitted in the CP zone:
1. Single family dwelling
2. Duplex dwelling
3. Home-based business
4. Cultural and Traditional activities undertaken by Esquimalt Nation members
5. Accessory buildings
Other uses may be considered by band council if the uses are found to be in line with the intent of the
land use plan (see Section 5.3).
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Regulations
Principal Building:
Single-family and Duplex
Parcel Size (where applicable)
Parcel Width (where applicable)

260 m2 minimum
16.0 m minimum

Principal Building Height

12.0 m maximum

Setbacks (where applicable)
-

Front

3.0 m minimum

-

Interior side

1.2 m minimum

-

Exterior side
Rear

1.5 m minimum
1.5 m minimum
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6.3 Multi-family Housing
Background
The Esquimalt Nation currently has 43 houses for approximately 171 members, over 11 acres of reserve
land. Population growth on the reserve is likely to rise to 236 (or more) by 2038. Additionally, the offreserve population will continue to grow at an unknown rate and there are already a number of offreserve members that would likely return to the Nation, if more housing was available. For the
aforementioned reasons, population growth is likely closely linked to the availability of adequate housing.
The Nation currently has 3.4 acres of net developable lands that have been dedicated to creating new
housing opportunities. This small land area makes it necessary to be efficient when planning the number
of future housing units in the Nation.

Goal
The purpose of the Multi-family Housing Zone is to ensure adequate, affordable, and appropriate housing;
to address housing shortages; and to accommodate the growing number of members living on the
Nation’s territory.

Objectives
It is the objective of Esquimalt Nation to:


Ensure the supply of residential land is sufficient to accommodate future growth.



Ensure sufficient infrastructure capacity (such as water and sewer) and availability to meet
existing and future housing demands.



Ensure residential areas are protected from flooding, groundwater impacts and geo-technical
concerns.



Designate land of an appropriate size and location for a diverse range of permanent housing types.



Provide members of different family types, stages of life, and income levels with affordable
housing options.



Ensure new residential development is compatible with adjacent uses.



Review current housing needs of on-reserve and off-reserve Nation members.



Update the Housing Strategy to reflect new priorities and targets with respect to housing.



Encourage energy conservation, efficiency and green building when planning new homes,
maximizing solar orientation and renewable technologies, where lifecycle costs make this
practical.



Encourage high quality design of new housing.



Review housing demand in the community on a regular basis to determine how much band owned
housing for member is required in the short- and medium-term.
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Permitted Uses
The following uses and no others are permitted in the Housing zone:
1. Single family dwelling
2. Duplex dwelling
3. Townhouse dwelling
4. Mixed-Use Residential
5. Apartments/Multi-family Housing Units
6. Secondary Suite
7. Home-based business
8. Cultural and Traditional activities undertaken by Esquimalt Nation members
9. Accessory buildings

Regulations
Principal Building:
Single-family and Duplex
Parcel Size (where applicable)
Parcel Width (where applicable)

260 m2 minimum
16.0 m minimum

Setbacks (where applicable)
- Front

3.0 m minimum

Interior side
Exterior side
Rear

1.0 m minimum
1.5 m minimum
1.5 m minimum

-

Multi-family residential
Parcel Size
Parcel Width

900 m2 minimum
38.0 m minimum

Principal Building Height
Setbacks

12.0 m maximum

-

Front

7.5 m minimum

-

Interior side

3.0 m minimum

-

Exterior side

4.0 m minimum

-

Rear

4.0 m minimum

Parcel Coverage

80% maximum

The height of any one building storey shall not exceed 4m. A mixed-use building with a maximum height
of 3 storeys shall not exceed 12 m in height
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6.4 Mixed Housing
Background
The Esquimalt Nation is making significant efforts to accommodate more members on the existing land
base. However, maintaining the accessibility and identity of the lands that are central to the function and
character of the Nation are essential. The housing and community buildings along Kosapsum Crescent are
central features in the community that maintain the areas ability to provide access and views to the
waterfront, and a pleasant community identity
In order to preserve physical access to the waterfront; maintain site lines throughout the community; and
maintain the character and function of the community’s administrative center, the Nation should
maintain low to medium density uses in the Mixed Housing Zone.

Goal
The purpose of the Mixed Housing Zone is to ensure adequate, affordable, and appropriate housing for
band members, while maintaining the community identity associated to the area.

Objectives
It is the objective of Esquimalt Nation to:


Ensure the supply of residential land is sufficient to accommodate future growth.



Ensure sufficient infrastructure capacity (such as water and sewer) and availability to meet
existing and future housing demands.



Ensure residential areas are protected from flooding, groundwater impacts and geo-technical
concerns.



Designate land of an appropriate size and location for a diverse range of permanent housing types.



Provide members of different family types, stages of life, and income levels with affordable
housing options.



Ensure new residential development is compatible with adjacent uses.



Assess current needs of on-reserve and off-reserve Nation members.



Update the Housing Strategy to reflect new priorities and targets with respect to housing.



Encourage energy conservation, efficiency and green building when planning new homes,
maximizing solar orientation and renewable technologies, where lifecycle costs make this
practical.



Encourage high quality design of new housing.



Review housing demand in the community on a regular basis to determine how much band owned
housing for member is required in the short- and medium-term.
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Permitted Uses
The following uses and no others are permitted in the Housing zone:
1. Single family dwelling
2. Duplex dwelling
3. Townhouse dwelling
4. Secondary Suite
5. Home-based business
6. Cultural and Traditional activities undertaken by Esquimalt Nation members
7. Accessory buildings

Regulations
Principal Building:
Single-family and Duplex
Parcel Size (where applicable)

260 m2 minimum

Parcel Width (where applicable)
Principal Building Height
Setbacks (where applicable)

16.0 m minimum
12.0 m maximum

-

Front
Interior side
Exterior side
Rear
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6.5 Economic Development
Background
The Esquimalt Nation has significant potential to develop high quality Economic Development projects.
Two large areas in the northern part of the site, the Western Commercial Lands and the Triangle Site,
were identified and set-aside for economic development purposes. They are not serviced by water, sewer,
or drainage infrastructure. Development of the sites will require further consideration and site-specific
planning of each area. It is essential that commercial development “pays for itself,” in terms of
infrastructure and ongoing servicing.

Goal
The purpose of the Economic Development Zone is to encourage high-quality, financially viable
development to improve the Nation’s ability to be economically self-sufficient.

Objectives
It is the objective of Esquimalt Nation to:


Designate land for commercial, tourist/waterfront commercial, mixed-use commercial, recreation
commercial, and commercial or recreational uses that promote sustainable energy production
and conservation.



Ensure an adequate land base is available for future economic development.



Assess best uses and create detailed concept plans for the Western Commercial Lands and the
Triangle Site.



Use future Economic Development opportunities to encourage innovative ways to produce,
supply and conserve energy.



Encourage economic development that respects the cultural and heritage values of the Nation.



Support economic development that build capacity, creates employment, and provides financial
and training opportunities for Esquimalt Nation members.



Ensure new economic development includes sufficient infrastructure capacity improvements to
support proposed uses, including the development of on-site services and internal site servicing.



Ensure economic development is compatible with adjacent uses.



Ensure economic development land has good access and connectivity to the local and regional
transportation networks, including networks from, through, and to the community.



Require that the Western Commercial Lands and the Triangle Site accommodate pedestrian and
trail connections throughout the development sites.



Evaluate the potential for light industrial and institutional uses if desirable.
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Ensure the integration of economic development with adjacent residential and community land
uses occurs without disruption to housing uses, using buffers where necessary to reduce potential
conflicts.



Ensure that economic development uses are safely accessible by a variety of modes of
transportation including vehicles, boats*, bicycles, motorized wheelchairs, and pedestrians.



Undertake detailed neighbourhood plans for the Western Commercial Area and the Triangle Site.



Ensure economic development uses do not negatively impact the natural environment of the
region.



Require commercial investors to expand the capacity of existing infrastructure systems to
accommodate proposed land uses.



Require commercial investors to expand infrastructure capacity improvements to support
proposed uses, including the development of on-site services and internal site servicing.



Require commercial investors to create a transportation plan that ensures integrated access and
connectivity networks to the local and regional transportation networks.



Support land uses, development projects and energy alternatives that increase energy efficiency
and conservation in a sustainable manner.



Support the development of District Energy System as a means of increasing community energy
security, improving self-sufficiency and resilience, and creating economic opportunities for the
Nation.



Support the development of District Energy Systems as a means of providing energy to new and
existing buildings, to encourage the use of renewable energy sources, and to reduce fossil fuel
dependence in the region.

Permitted Uses
The following uses and no others are permitted in the Economic Development zone:
1. District Energy Systems
2. Gas Station/ Electric car charging station
3. Strip Mall
4. Multi-family Residential
5. Recreational/Community Uses
6. Marine Uses*
7. Convenience store
8. Financial institution
9. Office building
10. Restaurant or café
11. Retail store
12. Tourist accommodation
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13. Mini storage
14. Business Park
15. Automobile sales and service
16. Large format retail store
17. Restaurant
18. Supermarket
19. Garden and nursery supplies
20. Car wash
21. Accessory buildings
Additionally, if the community supports the use of institutional and educational uses of the land, it may
be advisable to vote to allow these uses to occur.
*Only applicable to Western Commercial Site
**Requires Council Consensus

Regulations
Vegetative Buffer
(a) Prior to any development permit being issued or approved in the Economic Development area
that is adjacent to a Community Use or Housing, a 4 m vegetative buffer must be provided for in
order to minimize disturbances.

Regulations
Principal Building:

Parcel Size

600 m2 minimum

Parcel Width
Principal Building Height

20 m minimum
40.0 m maximum

Setbacks
-

Front

3.0 m minimum

-

Interior side

2.5 m minimum

-

Exterior side

2.5 m minimum

-

Rear

2.5 m minimum

Parcel Coverage

90 % maximum

The height of any one building storey shall not exceed 4m. A mixed-use building with a maximum height
of 10 storeys shall not exceed 40 m in height.
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6.6 Neighbourhood Commercial
Background
The Esquimalt Nation currently has one area that is designated to Neighbourhood Commercial uses. This
area includes the Modeste Smoke Shop and could potentially accommodate another small business or
use.

Goal
The purpose of Neighbourhood Commercial zone is to ensure that the existing business continues to
conform with the land use plan and to ensure future development is compatible with the surrounding
neighbourhood character.

Objectives
It is the objective of Esquimalt Nation to:


Accommodate existing neighbourhood commercial uses and evaluate potential for future
neighbourhood commercial ventures if need be.



Support neighbourhood commercial ventures that build capacity, creates employment, and
provides financial and training opportunities for Esquimalt Nation members.



Ensure new neighbourhood commercial development includes sufficient infrastructure capacity
improvements to support proposed uses; require neighbourhood commercial investors to expand
the capacity of existing infrastructure systems to accommodate proposed land uses.



Ensure neighbourhood commercial development is compatible with adjacent uses, particularly
housing, community and cultural uses.



Ensure commercial land has good access to the local and regional transportation networks.



Encourage energy conservation, efficiency and green building when planning commercial areas
maximizing solar orientation and renewable technologies.



Ensure the integration of neighbourhood commercial uses with adjacent residential and
community land uses, using buffers where necessary to reduce potential conflicts.



Ensure neighbourhood commercial uses do not negatively impact the natural environment.



Ensure that neighbourhood commercial uses present a positive and culturally appropriate visual
appearance.

Permitted Uses
The following uses and no others are permitted in the Neighbourhood Commercial area:
1. Gas Station
2. Strip Mall
3. Multi-family Residential
4. Convenience store or Smoke shop
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5. Restaurant or café
6. Retail store
7. Supermarket
8. Garden and nursery supplies
9. Accessory buildings

Regulations
Vegetative Buffer
(a) Prior to any development permit being issued or approved in the Economic Development area
that is adjacent to a Community Use or Housing, a 4m vegetative buffer must be provided for in
order to minimize disturbances.
Principal Building:

Parcel Size
Parcel Width
Principal Building Height
Setbacks

250 m2 minimum
16 m minimum
12.0 m

-

Front

3.0 m minimum

-

Interior side

2.5 m minimum

-

Exterior side

3.0 m minimum

-

Rear

2.0 m minimum

Parcel Coverage
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6.7 Open Space
Background
Esquimalt Nation has limited space for Open Spaces, such as parks and trails, on the reserve. However,
the Nation has a significant opportunity to increase physical access, visual site lines, and recreational
services for members along the waterfront. Furthermore, providing recreational opportunities and access
to unique spaces, such as the Plumper Bay, promotes health and well-being in the community.
Additionally, Open Spaces on the reserve can contribute and enhance the quality of local economic
development ventures by increasing the value of adjacent lands. The Open Space designation encourages
investments in amenities and activities to celebrate the unique settings and enrich the user experience.

Goal
The purpose of the Open Space Zone is to encourage the active and passive use of the Open Space Zone,
maintain the aesthetic of the natural landscape, and increase the value to adjacent land being considered
for future development.

Objectives
It is the objective of Esquimalt Nation to:


Protect the waterfront ecosystems and natural resources on Esquimalt Nation land.




Restrict access, and use vegetation such as willow, to prevent erosion and to protect culturally
valuable sites.
Provide access to recreational amenities and opportunities for the Esquimalt Nation members.



Support the development of pedestrian and recreational infrastructure.



Develop parks and playgrounds for all members of the community to access and enjoy.



Consider the use of existing greenspace for active recreation, including parks, playgrounds and
trails, and mobility needs.



Explore opportunities to enhance connectivity from, through, and to the community.

Permitted Uses
The following uses and no others are permitted in the Open Space zone:
1. Trail
2. Naturalized park
3. Natural area
4. Playgrounds
5. Parks
6. Environmental buffer for streams and water bodies
7. Accessory buildings
8. Docks
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9. Recreational Facilities
Other uses may be considered if they are of indoor or recreational nature and if they are seen to fit within
the intent of zone.

Regulations
Principal Building:

Parcel Size
Parcel Width
Principal Building Height
Setbacks
- Front

n/a
n/a
7.5 m maximum
3.0 m minimum

-

Interior side

1.0 m minimum

-

Exterior side

3.0 m minimum

-

Rear

1.0 m minimum

Parcel Coverage
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7.0 IMPLEMENTATION
The Esquimalt Nation Land Use Plan is a key component of a number of inter-related plans, policies, and
actionable steps, as outlined in this this document. Several implementation steps should be undertaken
and completed by Esquimalt Nation within the short term (1 to 2 years), as follows:
Detailed Site Planning – The Nation has identified two Economic Development areas on the reserve.
Detailed site planning and a Highest and Best Use Study of these areas is required for future
development of these sites. This includes a detailed site plan identifying ownership, land uses,
infrastructure, and access to these sites.
Development Procedures & Policies – In order to implement the Land Use Plan and the Zoning
Regulations identified in this document, a Development Procedures Manual will be developed which
sets out the application process and other steps required to develop on Esquimalt Nation. It also sets
out the process to rezone a property, including consultation requirements and decision-making
authority by Chief and Council.
Design Guidelines – The Nation should develop Design Guidelines in order to create a plan that is
implementable and uses good practice in design. Design Guidelines provide clear instructions for
developers on how to adopt specific principles and standards set out by the Nation.
Capacity Building – In order to build the capacity of the nation, there is a need for additional staff in
the lands department in order to continue to advance housing and economic development strategies
identified in this Land Use Plan.
Development finance and development cost charges (DCCs) – In order to ensure that the community
does not incur the burden of costs for providing new infrastructure and services as a result of
development, the community should develop DCCs. These charges are paid by developers to help the
community recover costs related to providing new services (like roads, water, and sewer) as a direct
result of this new development.
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